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We develop the real interpolation theory for operator spaces. We show that the
main theorems in the classical real interpolation theory (for Banach spaces) hold in
our operator space setting. These include the equivalence, duality and reiteration
theorems. As an application of the duality theorem, we prove that the real inter-
polation operator space of parameters (12, 2) between an operator space and its
antidual is completely isomorphic to an operator Hilbert space OH(I ), discovered
recently by G. Pisier. We also present an outline of a general interpolation theory
in the category of operator spaces. In particular, we construct the operator space
version of the orbit and coorbit functors, and extend to operator spaces the classi-
cal AronzsajnGagliardo theorem. Our development complements some recent
works of Pisier.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
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0. Introduction
Recently G. Pisier had developed in [9] the complex interpolation
theory for operator spaces. This theory plays a very important role in his
recent works on operator algebras and operator spaces (cf., eg., [911]).
For instance, his remarkable operator Hilbert space OH, constructed in
[9], can be obtained by interpolating an operator space and its antidual.
It is well-known that in the category of Banach spaces there is another
parallel interpolation theory, namely, the real interpolation theory, which
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is as important as the complex one not only for the general interpolation
theory itself but also for applications. However, the problem of extending
this real interpolation to operator spaces had not been yet studied so far.
The purpose of this paper is to solve this problem. Our solution is rather
complete in the sense that we get the operator space conterparts of almost
all main theorems in the classical real interpolation theory. Besides this,
we also include a brief presentation of a general interpolation theory for
operator spaces. Let us point out that the development of this paper on the
one hand is inspired of and based on some recent works of Pisier and on
the other hand complements them.
Recall the complex interpolation for operator spaces defined in [9]. Let
0<%<1 and (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces. Let
E%=(E0 , E1)% denote the complex interpolation (Banach) space between
E0 and E1 . In order to endow E% with an operator space structure we
define simply for all n1
Mn(E%)=(Mn(E0), Mn(E1))% .
In this way, E% becomes an operator space. Although this definition is sim-
ple, the resulting complex operator space interpolation theory is fruitful in
applications, as proved by Pisier’s works. Clearly, this procedure of defin-
ing the complex operator space interpolation works for the real interpola-
tion method ( } , } )%,  as well; but it fails for ( } , } )%, p if p<. This partly
explains difficulties in developing the real interpolation theory for operator
spaces. Our approach to this problem is to identify the real interpolation
Banach space (E0 , E1)%, p with a subspace of a quotient space of some vec-
tor-valued Lp-space (this identification corresponds to the K-method).
Using the complex interpolation, Pisier had introduced in [10] a natural
operator space structure on Lp-spaces, and more generally, on Lp -spaces of
functions with values in an operator space. Since subspaces and quotient
spaces of an operator space are still operator spaces, our preceding iden-
tification allows us to endow (E0 , E1)%, p with an operator space structure.
Starting from this point, we develop the whole real interpolation theory for
operator spaces. Thus our development relies heavily upon the operator
space structure on Lp -spaces introduced by Pisier.
Let us go into some details. For any compatible couple of operator
spaces (E0 , E1) we can give to (E0 , E1)%, p four different operator space
structures, corresponding to the (discrete) K- and J-methods. Like in the
Banach space case, we prove these operator space structures are all equiv-
alent, that is, the resulting operator spaces all have completely equivalent
norms (by this we mean that they are the same space algebraically, and the
identity is completely isomorphic between them). Then we transfer to our
operator space setting the main theorems in the classical real interpolation
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theory. These include the duality and reiteration theorems. As an applica-
tion of the duality theorem, we show that the real interpolation operator
space of parameters (12, 2) between an operator space and its antidual is
completely isomorphic to an operator Hilbert space. This is the operator
space version of the classical LionsPeetre theorem. Such a result for com-
plex interpolation had been obtained by Pisier [9]. All these are done in
sections 25.
The main problem unsolved at the time of this writing is on the real
interpolation of operator (vector-valued) Lp-spaces. In the Banach space
case, we have the following identity
(L1(+), L(+))%, p=Lp(+) (with equivalent norms),
where 1p=1&%. This identity enables us to define an operator space
structure on Lp(+); the resulting operator space is denoted by Lp, p(+). We
do not know whether this operator space structure on Lp, p(+) via the real
interpolation is equivalent to the one on Lp(+) given in [10] via the com-
plex interpolation. This problem is discussed in section 6. There we also
pose a more general problem: does the classical LionsPeetre formula on
the real interpolation of vector-valued Lp-spaces hold in the operator space
case?
Section 7 contains a brief development of a general interpolation theory
for operator spaces. The reason that we have decided to do so at the end
of the paper is to not delay our main concern on the real interpolation. In
this section, we extend to operator spaces the classical Aronszajn
Gagliardo theorem. In order to get this extension we construct the orbit
and coorbit functors in our operator space setting.
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the classical interpolation
theory in the category of Banach spaces. This is why in this paper we
neither explain elementary notions from this theory nor indicate the
Banach space origins of our operator space results. Our references for this
theory are [1] and [3]. However, the theory of operator spaces is a new
and still growing theory. Section 1 contains some preliminaries on this
theory, and especially on the operator space structure of Lp -spaces. For
this theory the reader is referred to [46] and [812].
1. Preliminaries
In this section we give some preliminaries on operator spaces and on the
operator space structure of Lp -spaces.
We denote always by Mn the space of the (complex) n_n matrices
equipped with the usual operator norm so that Mn is identified with B(ln2),
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the space of the bounded operators on ln2 . Let E be a vector space. Then
Mn(E) stands for the space of the n_n matrices with entries in E. We say
that E has a matricial structure if we are given a norm on each Mn(E); if
additionally
&x y&n+m=max(&x&n , &y&m), &:x;&n&:& &x&n &;&,
for all x # Mn(E), y # Mm(E) and :, ; # Mn , then the matricial structure on
E is said to be an L -matricial structure. Often a space E with a matricial
(resp. an L-matricial) structure is called a matricially (resp. an L-matri-
cially) normed space.
Let E and F be two matricially normed spaces and T : E  F a
(linear) map. T is said to be completely bounded (abbreviated as c.b.)
if the map Tn=IMn T : Mn(E)  Mn(F ) is bounded for all n and
supn&Tn : Mn(E)  Mn(F )&<. We set
&T&cb=sup
n1
&Tn : Mn(E)  Mn(F )&,
and call &T&cb the c.b. norm of T. If &T&cb1, T is called a complete con-
traction; if each Tn is an isometry (resp. isomorphism), we say that T is a
complete isometry (resp. isomorphism). Let cb(E, F ) denote the space of all
completely bounded maps from E to F, equipped with the norm & } &cb . We
can equip this space with a natural matrix structure by identifying
Mn(cb(E, F )) with cb(E, Mn(F )).
In the sequel, with some abuse of notation (and also for notational sim-
plicity), given T # cb(E, F ) we will also use T to denote any Tn , so if we
write T(x) with x # Mn(E), that will mean Tn(x). This should be clear from
the relative context and should not cause any ambiguity.
We always assume all normed spaces are complete; also unless explicitly
specified otherwise, all matricial structures are supposed to be L-matri-
cial structures. Let E be an L -matricially normed space. Then by Ruan’s
theorem [12] E is completely isometric to a closed subspace of B(H) for
some Hilbert space H. Traditionally, closed subspaces of B(H) are called
operator spaces. With their natural matrix structure (i.e., identifying
Mn(B(H))=B(ln2 (H)) and considering the induced matricial structure on
the closed subspaces), these closed subspaces of B(H) are clearly L-matri-
cially normed spaces. In this paper we do not distinguish between operator
spaces and L-matricially normed spaces; so L -matricially normed
spaces are also called operator spaces and L-matricial structures called
operator space structures. In the sequel, for abbreviating the terminology
we will speak only of operator spaces.
Given an operator space E, the dual space E* is again an operator space
by regarding E* as cb(E, C), that is, the norm on Mn(E*) is that on
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cb(E, Mn). If S is a subspace in E, then S and ES are operator spaces
equipped with the following matricial structure: the structure on S is
simply the one induced by that on E, and the norm on Mn(ES) is defined
to be the quotient norm on Mn(E)Mn(S). As in the category of Banach
spaces, we have S*=E*S= and (ES)*=S= completely isometrically.
Now we turn to describe the operator space structure of Lp -spaces,
introduced by G. Pisier in [10]. Let 1 p and Lp(+) be the usual Lp -
space on a measure space (0, +). As a commutative C*-algebra, L(+) is
an operator space with its natural matrix structure. We define the matrix
structure on L1(+) as the one induced by that on the dual space L*(+),
equipped with the dual matrix structure. For 1< p<, the matrix struc-
ture on Lp(+) is defined via the complex interpolation. It is well-known
that Lp(+)=(L1(+), L(+))% with equal norms, where 1p=1&%. Now we
define the norm on Mn(Lp(+)) as that of the complex interpolation space
(Mn(L1(%)), Mn(L(+)))% .
More generally, given any operator space E, say E/B(H) for some
Hilbert space H, let Lp(E; +) be the usual Lp -space of strongly measurable
functions on (0, +) with values in E. Then we can define an operator space
structure on Lp(E; +) as above. Again L(E; +) is an operator space in the
natural way so that L(E; +) is completely isometrically embedded into the
C*-algebra L(B(H); +). The operator space L1(E; +) is defined as a sub-
space of (L(E*; +))*. For any 1< p< we define the operator space
structure on Lp(E; +) again by the complex interpolation via the identity:
Lp(E; +)=(L1(E; +), L(E; +))% . Let 1 p and 1p+1q=1. Note
that Lq(E*; +) is a closed operator subspace of (Lp(E; +))*, and that
Lq(E*; +) norms Lp(E; +) as operator spaces, that is, for any
f # Mn(Lp(E; +)) we have
& f &Mn(Lp(E; +))
=sup[&( f, g)&Mnm : &g&Mm(Lq(E*; +))1, g # Mm(Lq(E*; +)), m1].
Moreover, the above supremum can be restricted only to m=n.
The previous operator space structure on Lp(E; +) is called the natural
operator space structure in [10]. In this paper Lp(E; +) is always assumed
to have this structure; sometimes, we drop the adjective ‘‘natural’’.
Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces. Let 0<%<1
and 1 p0 , p1 with at least one of p0 , p1 being finite. Then
(Lp0(E0 ; +), Lp1(E1 ; +))%=Lp((E0 , E1)% ; +),
with completely equal norms (i.e., completely isometrically), where
1p=(1&%)p0+%p1 .
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We will need to extend slightly the preceding definition. Consider, for
instance, a discrete measure + on Z (that is, a weighted counting measure).
Let [Ek]k # Z be a sequence of operator spaces. Let
lp([Ek]k ; +)=[(xk) : xk # Ek and (&xk &)k # Z # lp(+)],
equipped with the natural norm. As above, we can introduce a natural
operator space structure on lp([Ek]k ; +). Then for any 1 p<
[lp([Ek]k ; +)]*=lq([E*k]k ; +) (1p+1q=1)
with completely equal norms. Moreover, if [Ek , Fk]k # Z is a sequence of
compatible couples of operator spaces and +0 , +1 are two measures on Z,
then for all 0<%<1 and 1 p0 , p1 with one of p0 , p1 finite
(lp0([Ek]k ; +0), lp1([Fk]k ; +1))%=lp([(Ek , Fk)%]k ; +)
with completely equal norms, where 1p=(1&%)p0+%p1 and +=
+ p(1&%)p00 +
p%p1
1 .
In particular, given two operator spaces E0 and E1 and two positive
numbers t0 , t1 , let (t0E0)p (t1 E1) be E0 E1 equipped with the norm
&(x0 , x1)&=[(t0&x0 &) p+(t1&x1 &) p]1p
Then (t0E0)p (t1E1) is an operator space with the operator space struc-
ture defined above.
The reader is referred to [10] for all the preceding results and for more
information. We will frequently use them and some of their variants
without any further reference.
2. The Definitions
Let (E0 , E1) be a couple of operator spaces. Assume (E0 , E1) is com-
patible in the sense of the interpolation theory (in the category of Banach
spaces). In this paper all couples are assumed compatible in this sense; thus
we can form the spaces E0 & E1 and E0+E1 . These are Banach spaces
when equipped with respectively the following norms
&x&E0 & E1=max(&x&E0 , &x&E1)
&x&E0+E1=inf[max(&x0&E0 , &x1&E1) : x=x0+x1 , x0 # E0 , x1 # E1].
Note that the above norm on E0+E1 is slightly different from the usual
one, which is the norm on E0+1 E1 introduced below. As already
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observed in [9], E0 & E1 and E0+E1 are operator spaces via the following
identities
Mn(E0 & E1)=Mn(E0) & Mn(E1), Mn(E0+E1)=Mn(E0)+Mn(E1).
Let 1 p. In the previous section we had introduced an operator
space structure on E0 p E1 . Now let 2(E0 , E1)=[(x, x) : x # E0 & E1],
and let 2p(E0 , E1) be 2(E0 , E1) regarded as a subspace of E0 p E1 . Then
2p(E0 , E1) is an operator space. One easily sees that E0 & E1 is completely
isometric to 2(E0 , E1) (with the natural identification x W (x, x)). In a
similar way, we can identify E0+E1 as a quotient space of E0  E1 .
To this end let N(E0 , E1) be the subspace of E0 E1 consisting of all
(x0 , x1) such that x0+x1=0 in E0+E1 , and Np(E0 , E1) be N(E0 , E1)
as a subspace of E0 p E1 . Then E0+E1 is completely isometric to
E0 E1 N(E0 , E1).
More generally, let E0 &p E1 be E0 & E1 equipped with the norm
&x&=(&x& pE0+&x&
p
E1)
1p.
The above norm on E0 & E1 is just that on E0 & E1 ; similarly, we define
E0+p E1 . Then E0 &p E1 and E0+p E1 can be made into operator spaces
by identifying E0 &p E1 with the subspace 2p(E0 , E1), and E0+p E1 with
the quotient space E0 p E1 Np(E0 , E1).
Remark. Let 1 p, q. It is clear that E0 p E1 and E0q E1 are
completely isomorphic, so E0 &p E1 and E0 &q E1 (resp. E0+p E1 and
E0+q E1) are completely isomorphic as well.
In the sequel, it will be convenient, for t>0 and E an operator space, to
denote by tE the operator space obtained by multiplying the norm on each
Mn(E) by t.
Definition of the K- and J-Functionals. Let (E0 , E1) be a com-
patible couple of operator spaces. Let 1 p and t>0. Kp(t; E0 , E1)
(resp. Jp(t; E0 , E1)) is defined as the operator space E0+p tE1 (resp.
E0 &p tE1); for any x # E0+E1 (resp. x # E0 & E1) Kp(x, t; E0 , E1) (resp.
Jp(x, t; E0 , E1)) denotes the norm of x in E0+p tE1 (resp. E0 &p tE1).
Before defining the real interpolation spaces let us summarize some
simple properties of Kp(t; E0 , E1) and Jp(t; E0 , E1) in the following
Proposition 2.1. Let 1 p and s, t>0.
(i) The identity map id : Kp(s; E0 , E1)  Kp(t; E0 , E1) is c.b. and of
c.b. norm majorized by max(1, ts); the same result holds for the identity map
from Jp(s; E0 , E1) to Jp(t; E0 , E1).
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(ii) The natural inclusion i : Jp(s; E0 , E1)/Kp(t; E0 , E1) is c.b. and of
c.b. norm majorized by min(1, ts).
(iii) Suppose E0 & E1 is dense in both E0 and E1 . Then we have the
following completely isometric identities
Jp(t; E0 , E1)*=Kq(t&1; E*0 , E*1), Kp(t; E0 , E1)*=Jq(t&1; E*0 , E*1),
where 1p+1q=1.
Proof. (i) It suffices to prove the identity map id : E0p sE1 
E0p tE1 is of c.b. norm max(1, ts). This is clear for p=. The result
in the case p=1 is obtained by duality, and that for 1< p< by the com-
plex interpolation.
(ii) This proof is similar to that of (i).
(iii) We have
[2p(E0 , tE1)]*=
E*0 q t&1E*1
2p(E0 , tE1)=
(completely isometrically),
where
2p(E0 , tE1)=
=[(!0 , !1) # E*0q t&1E*1 : (x, !0)+(x, !1)=0, \x # E0 & E1].
Since E0 & E1 is dense in both E0 and E1 , 2p(E0 , tE1)==Nq(E*0, t&1E*1). It
follows that Jp(t; E0 , E1)*=Kq(t&1; E*0 , E*1) completely isometrically. In
the same way we get the second identity in (iii). K
Now we begin to define the various real interpolation spaces in the
category of operator spaces. It is well-known that the four real interpola-
tion methods described below are all equivalent in the category of Banach
spaces. In order to endow their interpolation spaces with appropriate
operator space structures we embed them into suitable operator spaces
based on vector-valued Lp-spaces.
In the following we assume that (E0 , E1) is a compatible couple of
operator spaces and that 1 p, 0<%<1. First we consider the
K-method.
The K-Method. The Banach space (E0 , E1)%, p; K is defined as the space
of all elements x # E0+E1 such that
&x&%, p; K=_|

0
(t&%Kp(x, t; E0 , E1)) p
dt
t &
1p
<,
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equipped with the above norm (with the usual convention for p=).
(E0 , E1)%, p; K is denoted simply by E%, p; K . We are going to rewrite the
above norm in order to introduce an operator space structure on E%, p; K .
In this paper the notation Lp (resp. Lp(E) for an operator space E) is
exclusively reserved to the Lp-space of complex functions (resp. E-valued
functions) on the measure space (R+ , dtt). If : is a real number, Lp(t:) is
the corresponding weighted space: f # Lp(t:) iff
& f &Lp(t:)=\|

0
(t:f (t)) p
dt
t +
1p
<.
Similarly, we define Lp(E; t:) if E is an operator space. By section 1, Lp(t:)
and Lp(E; t:) are operator spaces with their natural operator space
structures.
Recall that Np(E0 , E1) is the subspace of E0 p E1 of all elements
(x0 , x1) such that x0+x1=0 in E0+E1 . Now consider the operator space
Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%). Let
N%, p(E0 , E1)=Np(Lp(E0 ; t&%), Lp(E1; t1&%)).
This is the subspace of Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%) consisting of all ( f, g)
such that f (t)+ g(t)=0 a.e. on R+. Then N%, p(E0 , E1) and
Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)
N%, p(E0 , E1)
are operator spaces. Let CN%, p(E0 , E1) denote the subspace of the above
quotient space consisting of all ( f , g~ ) such that f (t)+ g(t) is equal a.e. to
a constant in E0+E1 . Then CN%, p(E0 , E1) is also an operator space. We
will identify an element ( f , g~ ) of CN%, p(E0 , E1) with the constant
f (t)+ g(t) in E0+E1 . Clearly, with this identification we have
E%, p; K $CN%, p(E0 , E1) with equal norms.
Therefore, we can define the operator space structure on E%, p; K as the same
as that on CN%, p(E0 , E1). In this way, E%, p; K becomes an operator space,
and in the sequel we make no difference between E%, p; K and
CN%, p(E0 , E1). Note that for any x # Mn(E%, p; K)
&x&Mn(E%, p ; K)=inf &( f, g)&Mn(Lp(E0; t&%)p Lp(E1; t1&%)) ,
where the infimum is taken over all ( f, g) # Mn(Lp(E0; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%))
such that x= f (t)+ g(t) a.e. on R+.
Let us discreterize the K-method.
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The Discrete K-Method. We define E%, p; K

=(E0 , E1)%, p; K

as the Banach
space of all elements x # E0+E1 such that
&x&%, p; K

=_ :k # Z (2
&k%Kp(x, 2k; E0 , E1)) p&
1p
<.
As in the continuous case, we will represent this space as a subspace of a
quotient space.
Let lp denote the lp -space on Z with the counting measure; for : a real
number, lp(2k:) is the corresponding weighted space:
lp(2k:)={x=[xk]k # Z : &x&lp(2k:)=\:k |2
k:xk | p+
1p
<= .
If E is an operator space, we define similarly lp(E) and lp(E; 2k:) of sequen-
ces with values in E. They are operator spaces.
Then we define N

%, p(E0 , E1) and C

N

%, p(E0 , E1) analogously to those in
the continuous case: N

%, p(E0 , E1) is a subspace of lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p
lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%)) and C

N

%, p(E0 , E1) a subspace of
lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))
N

%, p(E0 , E1)
.
We have the isometric identification
E%, p; K

$C

N

%, p(E0 , E1) with equal norms.
Thus E%, p; K

becomes an operator space with the same structure as
C

N

%, p(E0 , E1). Then for any x # Mn(E%, p; K

)
&x&Mn(E%, p; K

)=inf &(u, v)&Mn(lp(E0; 2&k%) p lp(E1; 2k(1&%))) ,
where the infimum is taken over all (u, v) # Mn(lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p
lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))) such that x=uk+vk for all k # Z.
Remark. Let Fk=Kp(2k; E0 , E1). Then clearly E%, p; K

is completely
isometric to the subspace of lp([Fk]; 2&k%) consisting of the constant
sequences.
Now we turn to the J-method.
The J-Method. Let E%, p; J=(E0 , E1)%, p; J be the space of the elements
x # E0+E1 which admit the following integral representation
x=|

0
f (t)
dt
t
(convergence in E0+E1)
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for some strongly measurable function f such that f (t) # E0 & E1 a.e. on R+
and such that Jp( f (t), t; E0 , E1) # Lp(t&%). E%, p; J is a Banach space
equipped with the norm
&x&%, p; J=inf _|

0
(t&%Jp( f (t), t; E0 , E1)) p
dt
t &
1p
,
where the infimum runs over all integral representations of x as above.
To introduce an operator space structure on E%, p; J we will rewrite it as
a quotient space of some operator space. For this purpose let us consider
again the operator space Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%). Let 2%, p(E0 , E1) be
its diagonal subspace of all ( f, g) such that f (t)= g(t) a.e. on R+ , and
A2%, p(E0 , E1)/2%, p(E0 , E1) be the subspace of all ( f, f ) with vanishing
average 0 f (t) dtt=0. Then one easily sees that E%, p; J is isometric to
2%, p(E0 , E1)
A2%, p(E0 , E1)
.
Identifying these two spaces we get an operator space structure on E%, p; J .
Again we will consider E%, p; J and
2%, p(E0 , E1)
A2%, p(E0 , E1)
.
as the same operator space.
Like the K-method, the above J-method also has a discrete version. This
is done, in the same fashion as the discrete K-method, with the counting
measure on Z instead of (R+ , dtt). The resulting space is denoted by
E%, p; J

=(E0 , E1)%, p; J

. This is an operator space with the operator space
structure on
2

%, p(E0 , E1)
A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)
,
where 2

%, p(E0 , E1) and A

2

%, p(E0 , E1) are the discrete analogues of
2%, p(E0 , E1) and A2%, p(E0 , E1); they are subspaces of lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p
lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%)). Then for any x # Mn(E%, p; J

)
&x&Mn(E% , p; J

)=inf &(u, u)&Mn(lp(E0; 2&k%)p lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))) ,
where the infimum is taken over all (u, u) # Mn(lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p
lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))) such that
x= :
k # Z
uk (convergence in Mn(E0+E1)).
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Remark. It is clear from the definition of the K-method that for any
0<%<1 and all n
Mn((E0 , E1)%, ; K)=(Mn(E0), Mn(E1))%, ; K (with equal norms),
and for all 1 p
(E0 , E1)%, p; K=(E1 , E0)1&%, p; K (with completely equal norms).
The same remark applies equally to the other three methods.
We end this section by the following interpolation theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let (E0 , E1) and (F0 , F1) be two compatible couples of
operator spaces. Suppose T : E0+E1  F0+F1 is a c.b. map such that
T : Ei  Fi is c.b. and of c.b. norm ci for i=0, 1. Then for any 1 p and
0<%<1, T is c.b. from E%, p; K (resp. E%, p; J) to F%, p; K (resp. F%, p; J) and of
c.b. norm majorized by c1&%0 c
%
1 .
Proof. Let a=c&10 c1 . Define
T : Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)  Lp(F0; t&%)p Lp(F1 ; t1&%)
( f0 , f1) [ (T( f0(a } )), T( f1(a } ))),
where T( fi (a } )) is the function t [ T( fi (at)) (i=0, 1). We claim that T is
c.b. and of c.b. norm c1&%0 c
%
1 .
Let us set
Sp=Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%) and Up=Lp(F0; t&%)p Lp(F1 ; t1&%).
By a simple change of variables we see that T is bounded from Sp to Up
and of norm c1&%0 c
%
1 . From this we deduce the claim in the case p=.
The case p=1 is dealt with by duality as follows. Let ( f0 , f1) # Mn(S1) be
of norm equal to 1. Choose (.0 , .1) # Mn(L(F*0 ; t%) L(F*1; t%&1)) of
norm 1 such that
&T ( f0 , f1)&Mn(U1)=&(T( f0(a } )), .0) +(T( f1(. } )), ,1)&Mn 2 .
However
(T( f0(a } )), .0) +(T( f1(a } )), .1)
=|

0
[( f0(at), T*(.0(t))) +( f1(at), T*(.1(t)))]
dt
t
=|

0
[( f0(t), T*(.0(a&1t))) +( f1(t), T*(.1(a&1t)))]
dt
t
=( f0 , T*(.0(a&1 } ))) +( f1 , T*(.1(a&1 } ))).
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Therefore
&T ( f0 , f1)&Mn(U1)
&(T*(.0(a&1 } )), T*(.1(a&1 } )))&Mn(L(F*0; t%) L(F*1; t%&1)) .
As for T in the case p=, the last norm is bounded by c1&%0 c
%
1 . Thus
we obtain our claim for p=1. Finally the claim in the case 1< p<
follows by the complex interpolation.
With the claim just proved we can easily finish the proof of the theorem.
Indeed, let x # Mn(E%, p; K) with norm less than 1. Take ( f0 , f1) # Mn(Sp) of
norm <1 such that x= f0(t)+f1(t) a.e.. Put (g0 , g1)=T ( f0 , f1). Then
Tx= g0(t)+ g1(t) and &(g0 , g1)&Mn(Up)c
1&%
0 c
%
1 .
Thus it follows that T : E%, p; K  F%, p; K is c.b. and its c.b. norm is bounded
by c1&%0 c
%
1 . A similar proof can be done for the J-method. K
Remark. Theorem 2.2 holds also for the discrete K- and J-methods.
However, this time the c.b. norm of T from E%, p; K

(resp. E%, p; J

) to F%, p; K
(resp. F%, p; J

) is bounded by cc1&%0 c
%
1 for some absolute constant c.
3. The Equivalence Theorems
In this section we will show that the (discrete) K- and J-methods defined
in the previous section are all equivalent in the category of operator spaces.
This is well-known for Banach spaces. We begin by comparing the K- and
J-methods with their discrete versions.
Theorem 3.1. Let 0<%<1 and 1 p. Let (E0 , E1) be a com-
patible couple of operator spaces. Then E%, p; K=E%, p; K

and E%, p; J=E%, p; J
with completely equivalent norms; more precisely, for all n1 and all
x # Mn(E%, p; K)
2&% (log 2)1p &x&Mn(E%, p; K

)&x&Mn(E%, p; K)2
1&% (log 2)1p &x&Mn(E%, p; K

)
and for all x # Mn(E%, p; J)
2&% (log 2)(1p)&1 &x&Mn(E%, p; J

)&x&Mn(E%, p; J)2
1&% (log 2)(1p)&1 &x&Mn(E%, p; J

) .
Theorem 3.1 is almost evident in the category of Banach spaces. For its
proof we need the following
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Lemma 3.2. Let 1 p, : # R and E be an operator space. Define
S: : Lp(E; t:)  lp(E; 2k:) and T: : lp(E; 2k:)  Lp(E; t:) respectively by
S:( f )={|
2k+1
2k
f (t)
dt
t =k # Z and T:(u)= :k # Zuk /(2k, 2k+1] ,
where /e denotes the indicator function of a subset e/R+. Then S: and T:
are c.b. with
&S:&cbmax(1, 2&:)(log 2)1&1p and &T: &cbmax(1, 2:)(log 2)1p.
Proof. The lemma is clearly true for p=. For p=1 we use duality
and the simple facts that S: and T&: are adjoint one to another. Explicitly,
S*: : lq(E*; 2&k:)  Lq(E*; t&:) is equal to T&: acting on lq(E*; 2&k:), and
T*: |Lq(E*; t&:) : Lq(E*; t
&:)  lq(E*; 2&k:) is equal to S&: acting on
Lq(E*; t&:), where 1p+1q=1. Hence by the result proved for p=
(applied to E* instead of E), it follows that
&S: : L1(E; t:)  l1(E; 2k:)&cbmax(1, 2&:),
&T: : l1(E; 2k:)  L1(E; t:)&cbmax(1, 2:) log 2.
Then by the complex interpolation we obtain the lemma in the full
generality. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us first consider the K-method. Let
x # Mn(E%, p; K) with norm less than 1. Choose ( f, g) # Mn(Lp(E0 ; t&%)p
Lp(E1 ; t1&%)) of norm <1 such that x=f (t)+g(t) a.e.. Set u=
(log 2)&1S&% ( f ) and v=(log 2)&1S1&% (g). Then x=uk+vk for all k and
by Lemma 3.2
&(u, v)&Mn(lp(E0; 2&k%)p lp(E1; 2k(1&%)))2
% (log 2)&1p.
Therefore, x # Mn(E%, p; K

) and is of norm less than or equal to
2% (log 2)&1p. Then it follows that E%, p; K /E%, p; K

and the c.b. norm of this
inclusion is controlled by 2% (log 2)&1p. The inverse inclusion can be
proved similarly by using T: .
Now pass to the J-method. We show only that E%, p; J

/E%, p; J is a
complete inclusion. Let x # Mn(E%, p; J

) with norm <1 and (u, u) #
Mn(lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))) of norm <1 and with x=k uk . Put
f =(log 2)&1 T&% (u). Note that f is also equal to (log 2)&1 T1&% (u).
Clearly, x=0 f (t) dtt, and by Lemma 3.2, ( f, f ) belongs to
Mn(Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)) and its norm in this space is less than or
equal to 21&% (log 2)1p&1. This yields the desired complete inclusion. K
The next theorem shows the equivalence between the K- and J-methods.
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Theorem 3.3. Let 0<%<1 and 1 p. Let (E0 , E1) be any com-
patible couple of operator spaces. Then E%, p; K=E%, p; J with completely
equivalent norms and the relevant equivalence constants depend only on %
and p.
Proof. (i) We will show that E%, p; J /E%, p; K is a complete inclusion
and its c.b. norm is majorized by max(%&1, (1&%)&1). To this end let us
introduce the map
T : Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)  Lp(E0; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)
( f0 , f1) [ (g0 , g1)
where for any t>0
g0(t)=|
t
0
f0(s)
ds
s
and g1(t)=|

t
f1(s)
ds
s
.
We claim that T is c.b. and &T&cbmax(%&1, (1&%)&1). This is easy for
p=. Indeed, in this case it suffices to show T is bounded; so take
( f0 , f1) # L(E0 ; t&%) L(E1 ; t1&%) of norm 1. Then for all t>0
&g0(t)&E0|
t
0
s%
ds
s
=
t%
%
, &g1(t)&E1|

t
s%&1
ds
s
=
t%&1
1&%
.
Therefore
&(g0 , g1)&L(E0; t&%) L(E1; t1&%)max(%
&1, (1&%)&1),
proving our claim for p=. Again duality does the job in the case p=1
as follows. Let
T : L(E*0; t%) L(E*1; t%&1)  L(E*0 ; t%) L(E*1; t%&1)
( f0 , f1) [ \|

t
f0(s)
ds
s
, |
t
0
f1(s)
ds
s + .
Then by the above argument &T &c.b.max(%&1, (1&%)&1). Observing that
T is the restriction of T* on the strongly measurable functions, we thus
deduce the claim for p=1. Finally an interpolation argument gives the
claim for 1< p<.
Now we are ready to get E%, p; J /E%, p; K completely. Let x # Mn(E%, p; J)
be such that &x&<1. Let ( f, f ) # Mn(Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)) be of
norm less than 1 such that x=0 f (t) dtt. Set (g0 , g1)=T( f, f ) for T in
the preceding claim. Then x= g0(t)+g1(t) for all t>0, and by the claim
(g0 , g1) belongs to Mn(Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1; t1&%)) and its norm is not
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greater than max(%&1, (1&%)&1), from which the desired complete inclu-
sion follows.
(ii) We are going to show the reverse complete inclusion. For this we
need the following map S. Let . be a C function on R+ with compact
support. Define
S : Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)  Lp(E0; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)
( f0 , f1) [ (g0 , g1),
where for all t>0
gi (t)=fi V .(t)=|

0
fi (s) .(ts&1)
ds
s
, i=0, 1.
Again by the argument ‘‘L-duality-interpolation’’ we can show that S is
c.b. and of c.b. norm controlled by a constant depending only on %, p and
.. We omit the details.
With the help of S let us show the complete inclusion E%, p; K /E%, p; J .
Fix a C function  with compact support in R+ such that
0 (t) dtt=1. Let .(t)=t$(t), and S be the map defined by . as above.
Now let x # Mn(E%, p; K) and ( f0 , f1) # Mn(Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1; t1&%)) be
both of norm less than 1 such that x=f0(t)+f1(t) a.e.. Set g=f0 V .. Since
|

0
.(t)
dt
t
=|

0
$(t) dt=0,
g=&f1 V .; so (g, g) # Mn(Lp(E0 ; t&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)) and its norm in
this space is majorized by some constant. To conclude the proof it remains
to check that x=0 g(t) dtt. This is done by the following computation:
|

0
g(t)
dt
t
=|
1
0
|

0
f0(s) .(ts&1)
ds
s
dt
t
&|

1
|

0
f1(s) .(ts&1)
ds
s
dt
t
=|

0
f0(s)
ds
s |
s&1
0
$(t) dt&|

0
f1(s)
ds
s |

s&1
$(t) dt
=|

0
( f0(s)+f1(s)) (s&1)
ds
s
=x|

0
(s&1)
ds
s
=x.
Thus we have finished the proof of Theorem 3.3. K
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Remark. In the sequel we will use E%, p to denote any one of the four
spaces E%, p; K , E%, p; K

, E%, p; J and E%, p; J

. We will say that E%, p is a real
interpolation operator space of (E0 , E1). Sometimes, we will speak of the
real interpolation method. That will mean any one of the (discrete) K- and
J-methods. Also we will refer to any one of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 as the
equivalence theorem.
4. The Duality Theorem
We will extend the well-known duality theorem for the real interpolation
in the category of Banach spaces to the category of operator spaces.
Theorem 4.1. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces
such that E0 & E1 is dense in both E0 and E1 . Then for any 0<%<1 and
1 p<
(E0 , E1)*%, p=(E*0 , E 1*)%, q (with completely equivalent norms),
where 1p+1q=1.
Proof. We are going to show that
(E0 , E1)*%, p; J

=(E*0 , E*1)%, q; K

(with completely equal norms),
which will prove Theorem 4.1 in virtue of the equivalence theorem in the
previous section.
By the definition of the discrete J-method, we have the following com-
pletely isometric identification
(E0 , E1)%, p; J

=
2

% , p(E0 , E1)
A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)
.
Recall that, 2

%, p(E0 , E1) is the diagonal subspace of lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p
lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%)) and that A

2

%, p(E0 , E1) is the subspace of 2

%, p(E0 , E1) con-
sisting of all (u, u) such that k uk=0. Therefore
(E0 , E1)*%, p; J

=[A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)]= (with completely equal norms).
To find [A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)]= let us first compute [2

%, p(E0 , E1)]*. We have
[2

%, p(E0 , E1)]*=
[lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p lp(E1; 2k(1&%))]*
[2

%, p(E0 , E1)]=
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and
[lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))]*=lq(E*0; 2k%)q lq(E*1; 2k(%&1)).
Note that [2

%, p(E0 , E1)]= is the subspace in this last space of all (!, ’)
such that
:
k # Z
(uk , !k+’k) =0, \(u, u) # 2

%, p(E0 , E1).
This implies
(x, !k+’k)=0, \x # E0 & E1 , \k # Z.
Hence by the density of E0 & E1 in E0 and E1 , !k+’k=0 for any k # Z.
Therefore
[2

%, p(E0 , E1)]==N

1&%, q(E*1 , E*0),
and so
[2

%, p(E0 , E1)]*=
lq(E*0; 2k%)q lq(E*1; 2k(%&1))
N

1&%, q(E*1 , E*0)
completely isometrically.
Now let us compute [A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)]= in the above quotient space. Let
(! , ’~ ) be an element in this quotient space. Then (! , ’~ ) belongs to
[A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)]= iff
:
k # Z
(uk , !k+’k)=0, \(u, u) # A

2

%, p(E0 , E1).
Fix k0 and k1 in Z such that k0 {k1 . Let x # E0 & E1 , and define u=(uk)
by uk0=x, uk1= &x and uk=0 otherwise. Then (u, u) # A

2

%, p(E0 , E1) and
so if (! , ’~ ) # [A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)]=, then
(x, !k0+’k0&!k1&’k1)=0;
so it follows that !k0+’k0=!k1+’k1 , and thus
[A

2

%, p(E0 , E1)]==C

N

1&%, q(E*1 , E*0).
By the definition of the discrete K-method, the last space is just
(E*1 , E*0)1&%, q; K

. Putting all what we have already proved we get finally
(E0 , E1)*%, p; J

=(E*0 , E*1)1&%, q; K

(with completely equal norms),
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which is the result announced at the beginning of the proof since
(E*1 , E*0)1&%, q; K

=(E*0 , E*1)%, q; K

with completely equal norms. K
Remarks. (i) Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, in a similar
fashion we can show
(E0 , E1)*%, p; K

=(E*0 , E*1)%, q, J

(with completely equal norms).
Also we can show these isometric duality equalities between the discrete
K- and J-methods hold for the K- and J-methods as well. Indeed, by the
equivalence theorem and the previous duality identity we obtain
(E0 , E1)*%, p; K=(E*0 , E*1)%, q; J (with completely equivalent norms).
Then recalling that for any operator space E, Lq(E*) is a norming sub-
sapce for Lp(E) in the category of operator spaces, we can easily show that
the above duality identity is in fact completely isometric.
(ii) Let (E0 , E1)%, c0 be the closure of E0 & E1 in (E0 , E1)%,  . Observe
that (E0 , E1)%, c0 can be also defined by the discrete K- or J-method in the
same way as (E0 , E1)%,  just replacing l by c0 . Then if E0 & E1 is dense
in E0 and E1 , we have
(E0 , E1)*%, c0=(E*0 , E*1)%, 1 (with completely equivalent norms).
In the rest of this section we will give an application of Theorem 4.1. Let
E be an operator space. We denote E its complex conjugate. This is just E
but with the scalar multiplication defined by * } x =* x. E is an operator
space with the norm in Mn(E ) given by
&x &Mn(E )=&(xij)&Mn(E) , \x =(x ij) # Mn(E ).
If E is a Hilbert space, so is E , and E * can be canonically identified with
E. In [9] Pisier had constructed a remarkable operator space E such that
E is a Hilbert space (so isometric to l2(I ) for some index set I ) and the
canonical identification between E and E * is a complete isometry. He
denotes this space by OH(I ) or OH (resp. OHn) if I=N (resp.
I=[1, 2, ..., n]). Pisier also shows that OH(I ) is the unique (up to com-
plete isometry) operator space enjoying the above two properties. This
space plays the role of Hilbert space in the category of operator spaces.
OH(I ) is also characterized by the following self-duality:
&(x, x)&Mn2=&x&
2
Mn(OH(I )) , \x # Mn(OH(I )), \n1.
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Moreover, Pisier proves that if we interpolate an operator space and its
antidual by the complex method of parameter 12, we get OH(I ) for some
I. We will show the same kind of result holds for the real interpolation of
parameters (12, 2).
Let E be an operator space. Suppose there exists a bounded linear map
j : E  E * which is injective and with dense range. This allows us to con-
sider (E, E *) as a compatible couple of operator spaces. Suppose further j
is positive, i.e.,
(x, j(x))0, \x # E.
Thus (x, j( y)) defines a scalar product on E. Then we can find a Hilbert
space H and a bounded linear injective map i : E  H such that
(i(x), i( y))=(x, j( y)) , \x, y # E.
Indeed, H is just the completion of E with the above scalar product, and
i is the natural inclusion of E into H. Therefore, j=i *i. Observe that i(E)
is dense in H; so i *: H *  E * is injective and also with dense range. These
facts are well-known (and easy to check). Let H=l2(I ) for some I. The
following theorem is the extention to operator spaces of the well-known
LionsPeetre theorem in the category of Banach spaces (cf. [7]). We will
identify l2(I ) with l2(I )*, OH(I ) with OH(I )*. We will also consider the
inclusions E/OH(I )/E * without mentioning i and i * (so an element of
E will be also regarded as an element of OH(I ) or E *).
Theorem 4.2. With the above notations we have
(E, E *)12, 2=OH(I ) (with completely equivalent norms).
Proof. By Theorem 4.1
[(E, E *)12, 2; J

]*=(E*, (E *)*)12, 2; K

(with completely equal norms).
It is clear that
(E*, E **)12, 2; K

=(E *, E**)12, 2; K

=(E**, E *)12, 2; K

(with completely equal norms).
Thus it follows that
(E, E *)12 , 2; K

/[(E, E *)12, 2; J

]* (inclusion of c.b. norm 1).
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Now let x # Mn(E). Then x # Mn((E, E *)12, 2; K

) and j(x) # Mn((E, E *)12; 2; J

).
Therefore, by the above duality
&(x, j(x))&Mn2&x&Mn((E, E *)12, 2; K

) & j(x)&Mn((E, E *)12 , 2; J

) .
On the other hand, (x, j(x))=(i(x), i(x)). By the self-duality of OH(I )
&(i(x), i(x))&Mn2=&i(x)&
2
Mn(OH(I)) .
Hence
&i(x)&2Mn(OH(I))&x&Mn((E, E *)12, 2; K

) & j(x)&Mn((E, E *)12, 2; J

) .
Then by the equivalence theorem
&i(x)&2Mn(OH(I ))c&x&
2
Mn((E, E *)12, 2) ,
where c is an absolute constant. This shows that (E, E *)12, 2 is included in
OH(I ) and the inclusion is c.b..
On the other hand, the map
j *: E**  E *
is injective. Embedding naturally E into E**, we see that the restriction of
j * to E is equal to j. Since j(E) is dense in E *, j * is also of dense range.
Then the previous argument applied to j * shows that
(E**, E *)12, 2 /OH(I )*
and this inclusion is c.b.. Since E in contained in both OH(I ) and
(E, E *)12, 2 , by duality we deduce from the above complete inclusion that
&x&Mn((E, E *)12, 2)c$&x&Mn(OH(I )) , \x # Mn(E).
Then by the density of E in OH(I ) it follows that OH(I )/(E, E *)12, 2 and
this inclusion is c.b.. Therefore (E, E *)12, 2=OH(I ) completely isomorphi-
cally. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.2. K
Remark. Theorem 4.2 still holds if we suppose only that j : E  E * is a
positive injection (without dense range assumption). This can be proved by
slightly modifying the above reasonning.
Let us give an example to which Theorem 4.2 applies. As usual let R and
C denote respectively the row and column spaces. R and C are completely
isometrically embedded into B(l2), that is, R (resp. C) is the subspace of the
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matrices whose coefficients are all zero except those on the first row (resp.
column). It is known that R *=C completely isometrically (cf. [2], [9]).
Thus applying Theorem 4.2 to R we get the following corollary (the same
example had been considered in [9] for the complex interpolation).
Corollary 4.3. (R, C)12, 2=OH completely isomorphically.
5. The Reiteration Theorems
We begin with the following simple
Proposition 5.1. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces
and 0<%<1.
(i) If 1 p<q, then we have the complete inclusion E%, p /E%, q .
(ii) For all t>0 the following inclusions
t&%J1(t; E0 , E1)/E%, 1 and E%,  /t&%K(t; E0 , E1)
are c.b. and of c.b. norms majorized by a constant depending only on %.
Proof. (i) This follows, by the equivalence theorem, from the discrete
K- or J-method and the easy fact that for any operator space E the inclu-
sion lp(E)/lq(E) is a complete contraction (cf. [10]).
(ii) Let j # Z. Consider the j th inclusion
i : 2&j%J1(2 j; E0 , E1)  l1(E0 ; 2&k%)1 l1(E1 ; 2k(1&%)),
that is, for any x # E0 & E1 all coordonates of i(x) are zero except the j-th
one which is equal to x. Clearly i is a complete contraction; Since i induces
the natural inclusion from 2&j%J1(2 j; E0 , E1) into E%, 1; J

, this latter
inclusion is also completely contractive. For t>0 choose j # Z so
that 2 jt<2 j+1. Then by Proposition 2.1, t&%J1(t; E0 , E1) and
2&j%J1(2 j; E0 , E1) are completely isomorphic. Therefore, t&%J1(t; E0 , E1) is
completely included in E%, 1; J

, and so in E%, 1 . The second inclusion of (ii)
is trivial since E%, ; K /t&%K(t; E0 , E1) is a complete contraction for all
t>0. K
Definition. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces.
Suppose E is an operator space intermediate between E0 & E1 and E0+E1 :
E0 & E1/E/E0+E1 (bounded inclusions).
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Let 0<%<1. We say that E is of class OC% (E0 , E1), written as
E # OC% (E0 , E1), if for all t>0 the inclusions
t&%J1(t; E0 , E1)/E/t&%K(t; E0 , E1)
are c.b. uniformly in t>0 (i.e., their c.b. norms are controlled by a constant
independent of t).
Remarks. (i) If E # OC% (E0 , E1), then the inclusions
E0 & E1/E/E0+E1
are c.b.; so E is an intermediate operator space between E0 and E1 in the
sense of section 7 below.
(ii) Proposition 5.1 shows that E%, p # OC% (E0 , E1) for all % and p.
(iii) Let 1 p. Since J1(t; E0 , E1) and Jp(t; E0 , E1) are com-
pletely isomorphic uniformly in t>0, J1(t; E0 , E1) can be replaced by any
Jp(t; E0 , E1) in the above definition; for a similar reason, K(t; E0 , E1) can
be replaced by any Kp(t; E0 , E1).
Proposition 5.2. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces
and 0<%<1. Let E be an operator space intermediate between E0 & E1 and
E0+E1 . Then E # OC% (E0 , E1) iff we have the complete inclusions:
E%, 1/E/E%,  .
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Proposition 5.1. Let us prove the
necessity. Let E # OC% (E0 , E1). Since Mn(E%, )=(Mn(E0), Mn(E1))%,  , we
obtain the complete inclusion E/E%,  directly from the definition of the
class OC% (E0 , E1). To show another one set Fk=2&k%J1(2k; E0 , E1) and let
ik be the natural inclusion from Fk into E (k # Z). ik is c.b. uniformly in
k # Z. Define i : l1([Fk])  E by
i(u)= :
k # Z
uk= :
k # Z
ik(uk), \u=[uk]k # l1([Fk]).
Then i*: E*  l([F*k]) is given by i*(!)=[i*k(!)]k (! # E*). Since i*k is
c.b. uniformly in k # Z, i* is c.b., and so is i. Then it follows that the inclu-
sion E%, 1; J

/E is c.b., which completes the proof. K
Now we can state the reiteration theorem for the real interpolation.
Theorem 5.3. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces
and 0<%0 , %1<1 with %0 {%1 . Suppose Fi is an operator space of class
OC%i (E0 , E1) for i=0, 1. Then for any 0<’<1 and 1 p
(F0 , F1)’, p=(E0 , E1)%, p (with completely equivalent norms),
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where %=(1&’) %0+’%1 . In particular, for all 1 p0 , p1
((E0 , E1)%0, p0 , (E0 , E1)%1, p1)’, p
=(E0 , E1)%, p (with completely equivalent norms).
Proof. First we show that
(F0 , F1)’, p/(E0 , E1)%, p
is a complete inclusion. Since Fi # OC%i (E0 , E1), the complete inclusion
Fi/K(2k; E0 , E1) (\k # Z)
is of c.b. norm c2k%i (i=0, 1). It follows that
K(2k(%1&%0); F0 , F1)/K(2k; E0 , E1)
is of c.b. norm c2k%0. Then we deduce that
2k%0Kp(2k(%1&%0); F0 , F1)/Kp(2k; E0 , E1)
is c.b. uniformly in k # Z. Thus by [10]
lp(2k%0Kp(2k(%1&%0); F0 , F1); 2&k%)/lp(Kp(2k; E0 , E1); 2&k%)
is c.b.. By a simple change of variables (namely, 2k(%1&%0) [ 2 j for
jk(%1&%0)<j+1), we easily see that
lp(2k%0Kp(2k(%1&%0); F0 , F1); 2&k%)=lp(Kp(2k; F0 , F1); 2&k’)
with completely equivalent norms. Therefore
lp(Kp(2k; F0 , F1); 2&k’)/lp(Kp(2k; E0 , E1); 2&k%)
is c.b.. Observe that (E0 , E1)%, p; K

(resp. (F0 , F1)’, p; K

) is completely iso-
metric to the subspace of lp(Kp(2k; E0 , E1); 2&k%) (resp. lp(Kp(2k; F0 , F1);
2&k’)) consisting of the constant sequences. Then we deduce that
(F0 , F1)’, p; K

/(E0 , E1)%, p; K

is c.b..
The reverse inclusion is proved similarly by using the discrete J-method.
Indeed, the complete inclusion
J1(2k; E0 , E1)/Fi
is of c.b. norm c2&k%i for i=0, 1; so as above
Jp(2k; E0 , E1)/2k%0Jp(2k(%1&%0); F0 , F1)
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is c.b. uniformly for all k # Z. Hence
lp(Jp(2k; E0 , E1); 2&k%)/lp(Jp(2k(%1&%0); F0 , F1); 2&k(%&%0))
is c.b.. Again a simple change of variables shows that the last space is
completely isomorphic to lp(Jp(2k; F0 , F1); 2&k’). Now if x # Mn(E%, p; J

) is
of norm <1, there exists u # Mn(lp(Jp(2k; E0 , E1); 2&k%)) of norm <1 such
that x=kuk . Then by the preceding inclusion, u belongs to
Mn(lp(Jp(2k; F0 , F1); 2&k’)) and is of norm bounded by a constant c. Thus
x # Mn(F’, p; J

) and is of norm c. This shows the complete inclusion
E%, p/F’, p , and thus finishes the proof of Theorem 5.3. K
Remark. The following completely isomorphic identities can be proved
in the same fashion as Theorem 5.3:
(E0 , E%1, p1)’, p=(E0 , E1)%, p and (E%0, p0 , E1)’, p=(E0 , E1)$, p ,
where %=’%1 and $=(1&’) %0+’.
The next theorem establishes the relation between the real and complex
interpolations, like in the category of Banach spaces.
Theorem 5.4. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces.
(i) Given any 0<%<1 we have the following complete inclusions
(E0 , E1)%, 1/(E0 , E1)%/(E0 , E1)%,  .
(ii) Let 1 p, 0<%0 , %1 , %, ’<1 be such that %0 {%1 and
%=(1&’) %0+’%1 . Then
((E0 , E1)%0 , (E0 , E1)%1)’, p
=(E0 , E1)%, p (with completely equivalent norms).
(iii) Let 0<%0 , %1 , %, ’<1 with %=(1&’) %0+’%1 . Let 1 p0 ,
p1 be such that one of p0 , p1 is finite. Then
((E0 , E1)%0, p0 , (E0 , E1)%1, p1)’
=(E0 , E1)%, p (with completely equivalent norms),
where 1p=(1&’)p0+’p1 .
Proof. (i) Recall that both inclusions here are bounded. Since
Mn((E0 , E1)%)=(Mn(E0), Mn(E1))% ,
Mn((E0 , E1)%, )=(Mn(E0), Mn(E1))%,  ,
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the second inclusions of (i) is thus c.b.. For the first one take
x # Mn(E0 & E1). Then x # Mn((E0 , E1)%) and
&x&Mn((E0, E1)%)&x&
1&%
Mn(E0) &x&
%
Mn(E1)
t&% &x&Mn(J(t; E0, E1)), \t>0.
This shows that (E0 , E1)% is of class OC% (E0 , E1), and so by Proposi-
tion 5.2, the first inclusion of (i) is c.b..
(ii) This is a consequence of (i) and Theorem 5.3.
(iii) We first show the inclusion
(E%0, p0; K

, E%1, p1; K

)’/E%, p; K

is c.b.. Let x # Mn((E%0, p0; K

, E%1, p1; K

)’) with norm less than 1. Let
S=[z # C : 0Re(z)1]. Then there exists a bounded function
f : S  E%0, p0; K

+E%1, p1; K

continuous on S, analytic in the interior of S
such that f (’)=x and
sup
{ # R
& f ( j+i{)&Mn(E%j , p j ; K

)1, j=0, 1.
Let F jk=Kpj (2
k; E0 , E1) (k # Z, j=0, 1). Then regarded as a constant
sequence, f ( j+i{) belongs to Mn(lpj ([F
j
k]; 2
&k%j)) and is of norm 1 for
all { # R ( j=0, 1). On the other hand,
(lp0([F
0
k ]; 2
&k%0), lp1([F
1
k ]; 2
&k%1))’=lp([(F 0k , F
1
k )’]; 2
&k%)
with completely equal norms. Therefore, it follows that f (’) (again
regarded as a constant sequence) belongs to Mn(lp([(F 0k , F
1
k )’]; 2
&k%)) and
is of norm 1. Note that (F 0k , F
1
k )’=Kp(2
k; E0 , E1) with completely equiv-
alent norm uniformly in k. Consequently, x # Mn(E%, p; K

) and its norm in
the latter space is majorized by some constant depending only on p0 , p1
and %. This proves the announced complete inclusion.
Next we show
E%, p; J

/(E%0, p0; J

, E%1, p1; J

)’
is completely contractive, which, together with the previous complete inclu-
sion and the equivalence theorem, will yield (iii). Let x # Mn(E%, p; J

) with
norm <1. Take u=(uk)k # Mn(lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))) of norm
<1 such that
x= :
k # Z
uk (convergence in Mn(E0+E1)).
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Recall the following completely isometric identity
lp(E0 ; 2&k%)p lp(E1 ; 2k(1&%))
=(lp0(E0 ; 2
&k%0)p0 lp0(E1 ; 2
k(1&%0)), lp1(E0 ; 2
&k%1)p1 lp1(E1 ; 2
k(1&%1)))’ .
Thus we can find an appropriate function f =[ fk]k continuous on S,
analytic in the interior such that f (’)=u and
& f ( j+i{)&Mn(lpj (E0; 2&k%j)pj lpj(E1; 2k(1&%j)))1, \{ # R, j=0, 1.
Let
g(z)= :
k # Z
fk(z), z # S.
Then g is continuous on S, analytic in its interior, g(’)=x and by the
above inequality
sup
t # R
&g( j+i{)&Mn(E%j , pj ; J

)1.
This shows x # Mn((E%0, p0; J

, E%1, p1; J

)’) and is of norm bounded by 1.
Therefore, we obtain the complete contraction E%, p; J

/(E%0, p0; J

, E%1, p1; J

)’ ,
and thus finish the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 5.4 (iii) gives the following partial
result in the limit case %0=0 or %1=1: We have the following complete
inclusions
(E0 , E1)%, p/(E0 , (E0 , E1)%1, p1)’ and ((E0 , E1)%0, p0 , E1)’/(E0 , E1)$, q ,
where %=’%1 , $=(1&’) %0+’, 1p=(1&’)1+’p1 and 1q=(1&’)p0 .
6. The Real Interpolation of Operator Lp-Spaces
This section contains some remarks and problems on the real interpola-
tion between operator Lp-spaces.
Let 1 p, q and Lp, q(+) be the usual Lorentz space on a measure
space (0, +). Recall the following classical identity in the category of
Banach spaces: for 0<%<1 and 1p=1&%, we have
(L1(+), L(+))%, q=Lp, q(+) (with equivalent norms).
Now considering L1(+) and L(+) as operator spaces with their natural
operator space structures described in section 1, by means of this identity
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we can give to Lp, q(+) an operator space structure so that the operator
Lorentz space Lp, q(+) is the real interpolation operator space
(L1(+), L(+))%, q . Note that the four different real interpolation methods
equip Lp, q(+) with four different but equivalent operator space structures.
We will refer any one of them as the operator space structure on Lp, q(+).
Let 1 pj , qj for j=0, 1 and 0<%<1 (supposing p0 { p1). Then by
reiteration
(Lp0, q0(+), Lp1, q1(+))%, q=Lp, q(+) (with completely equivalent norms),
where 1p=(1&%)p0+%p1 . Here and in the sequel, for notational con-
venience we use the convention that if p=1 or , Lp, q(+) is interpreted as
L1(+) or L(+) for all q. Note that the operator space structure of
Lp, (+)(1< p<) is easy to describe. Let f # Mn(Lp, (+)). Then
& f &Mn(Lp, (+)) $sup
t>0
t&1p& f &Mn(L(+)+tL1(+)) ,
where the equivalence constants depend only on p. The Banach space
duality for Lorentz spaces still holds here for operator spaces. Let
1< p< and 1q<. By Theorem 4.1
(Lp, q(+))*=Lp$, q$(+) (with completely equivalent norms),
where 1r+1r$=1 for 1r.
Recall that Lp, p(+)=Lp(+) with equivalent norms (that is, when con-
sidered as Banach spaces). It is natural to ask whether this equality is still
true when Lp, p(+) and Lp(+) are regarded as operator spaces (Lp(+)
equipped with its natural operator space structure via the complex inter-
polation, and Lp, p(+) with the one defined above via the real interpola-
tion). At the time of this writing, we cannot solve this problem. Thus we
pose it precisely as follows.
Problem 6.1. Let 1< p< and p{2. Does one have Lp, p(+)=Lp(+)
with completely equivalent norms?
Remarks. (i) Observe that L2, 2(+)=L2(+) with completely equivalent
norms. This follows from Theorem 4.2 (or an easy variant of it), which
shows that
(L1(+), L(+))12, 2=OH(I ) (with completely equivalent norms).
By its construction in the proof of Theorem 4.2, OH(I ) here is nothing but
L2(+). Then our observation follows.
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(ii) By the remark after Theorem 5.4, we have the following complete
inclusion for 0<’<1:
((L1(+), L(+))12, 2 , L(+))’ /((L1(+), L(+))%, p .
Here %=(1&’)2+’=(1+’)2 and 1p=1&%. By (i) above
((L1(+), L(+))12, 2 , L(+))’=(L2(+), L(+))’=Lp(+)
with completely equivalent norms. Therefore,
Lp /Lp, p(+), \2< p< (a complete inclusion).
Similarly (or by duality), we have
Lp, p /Lp(+), \1< p<2 (a complete inclusion).
Now let E be an operator space. Let Lp, q(E; +) denote the usual Lorentz
space of E-valued functions on (0, +). It is well-known that if
0<%<1, 1q and 1p=1&%,
(L1(E; +), L(E; +))%, q=Lp, q(E; +) (with equivalent norms).
As before in the scalar case, this identity enables us to equip Lp, q(E; +)
with an operator space structure so that the same identity holds when the
spaces involved are considered as operator spaces. We will suppose
Lp, q(E; +) to have this operator space structure. Notice that regarded as
Banach spaces Lp, p(E; +)=Lp(E; +) with equivalent norms; as for
Problem 6.1, we do not know if this identity is true or not as an identity
of operator spaces. We are going to formulate a more general problem. For
that let us remind the reader of the classical LionsPeetre formula. Let
(E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of Banach spaces. Let 1 p0 , p1 and
0<%<1. Then
(Lp0(E0 ; +), Lp1(E1 ; +))%, p
=Lp((E0 , E1)%, p ; +) (with equivalent norms),
where 1p=(1&%)p0+%p1 .
Problem 6.2. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces.
Let p0 , p1 , p and 0<%<1 be as above. Does one have
(Lp0(E0 ; +), Lp1(E1 ; +))%, p=Lp((E0 , E1)%, p ; +)
with completely equivalent norms?
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Of course, in this problem, Lp(E; +) is equipped with its natural operator
space structure introduced in section 1. The following proposition shows
that Problem 6.2 has an affirmative answer in the special case p0= p1 .
Proposition 6.3. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator
spaces. Let 0<%<1 and 1 p. Then
(Lp(E0; +), Lp(E1 ; +))%, p
=Lp((E0 , E1)%, p ; +) (with completely equivalent norms).
Proof. We are going to use the K-method. Let E and F denote respec-
tively the spaces on the left and on the right in the preceding equality,
obtained by the K-method. With the notations in section 2, E is identified
with the subspace CN%, p(Lp(E0 ; +), Lp(E1 ; +)) of the quotient space
Lp(Lp(E0 ; +); t&%)p Lp(Lp(E1 ; +); t1&%)
N%, p(Lp(E0; +), Lp(E1 ; +))
.
By the operator space Fubini theorem in [10], the above quotient space
is completely isometric to
Lp\Lp(E0 ; t
&%)p Lp(E1 ; t1&%)
N%, p(E0 , E1)
; ++ .
Then one sees easily that the subspace CN%, p(Lp(E0 ; +), Lp(E1 ; +))
corresponds exactly to Lp(CN%, p(E0 , E1); +). The latter operator space
gives F. Therefore, E=F with completely equivalent norms. K
Problem 6.2 (so in particular, Problem 6.1) can be reduced to another
problem on the real interpolation of vector-valued noncommutative
Lp-spaces introduced by Pisier in [10]. Let (M, {) be a hyperfinite von
Neuman algebra with a faithful semi-finite trace {, and let Lp({) be the
associated noncommutative Lp-space. Lp({) is equipped with its natural
operator space structure via the complex interpolation. For any operator
space E we denote by Lp[E; {] the so-called E-valued noncommutative
Lp-space. This is again an operator space (cf. [10]). If M=B(l2) with the
usual trace, Lp({) and Lp[E; {] are simply denoted by Sp and Sp[E].
Problem 6.4. Let (E0 , E1) be a compatible couple of operator spaces
and (M, {) a hyperfinite von Neuman algebra. Let p0 , p1 , p and 0<%<1 be
as in Problem 6.2. In the category of Banach spaces, does one have
(Lp0[E0 ; {], Lp1[E1 ; {])%, p=Lp[(E0 , E1)%, p ; {]
with equivalent norms ?
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Let us show how an affirmative answer to Problem 6.4 would imply an
affirmative answer to Problem 6.2 as well. Indeed, to show Problem 6.2 has
a positive solution, by a lemma in [10], it suffices to show
Sp[(Lp0(E0 ; +), Lp1(E1 ; +))%, p]
=Sp[Lp((E0 , E1)%, p ; +)] (with equivalent norms).
Supposing Problem 6.4 to have a positive solution, then
Sp[(Lp0(E0 ; +), Lp1(E1 ; +))%, p]=(Sp0[Lp0(E0; +)], Sp1[Lp1(E1; +)])%, p .
By the operator space Fubini theorem,
Spj [Lpj (Ej ; +)]=Lpj[Ej ; {], j=0, 1,
where { is the product trace on the product von Neuman algebra
L(+)B(l2). Thus still with our hypothesis on Problem 6.4; we would
have
Sp[(Lp0(E0 ; +), Lp1(E1 ; +))%, p]=Lp[(E0, E1)%, p ; {]
=Sp[Lp((E0 , E1)%, p ; +)]
with equivalent norms. This is the desired equality.
7. A General Interpolation Theory
In this section we give an outline of a general interpolation theory in the
category of operator spaces.
We denote by OS the category of all operator spaces with morphisms
being the c.b. maps, and by OS1 the category of all compatible couples of
operator spaces. The morphisms between two couples (E0 , E1) and
(F0 , F1) in OS1 are c.b. maps T : E0+E1  F0+F1 such that T : E0  F0
and T : E1  F1 are c.b.. For notational simplicity, a couple (E0 , E1) will be
denoted by E9 , and the above morphisms T by T : E9  F9 . The space of all
T : E9  F9 will be denoted by cb(E0 , F0) & cb(E1 , F1) equipped with the
norm
&T&= max
j=0, 1
&T : Ej  Fj&cb .
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This is a Banach space. We can endow it with a natural operator space
structure by setting
Mn(cb(E0 , F0) & cb(E1 , F1))=cb(E0 , Mn(F0)) & cb(E1 , Mn(F1)).
We will denote this operator space simply by cb(E9 , F9 ).
Then we can transfer to the category of operator spaces all notions in the
usual interpolation theory for Banach spaces. For example, given E9 # OS1 ,
an operator space E is called an intermediate operator space between E0
and E1 if
E0 & E1 /E/E0+E1
and these are c.b. inclusions; if additionally T : E9  E9 implies that T : E  E
is c.b., then E is called an interpolation operator space of E9 (or between E0
and E1). In this case, there exists a constant c such that for all T # cb(E9 , E9 )
&T : E  E&cbc &T&.
More generally, two operator spaces E and F are called interpolation
operator spaces relative to two couples E9 and F9 if T : E9  F9 implies that
T : E  F is c.b..
Similarly, we may define interpolation functors from OS1 to OS. A
functor F from OS1 to OS is called an operator space interpolation
functor if for any E9 , F9 # OS1 , F(E9 ) and F(F9 ) are interpolation operator
spaces relative to E9 and F9 ; if additionally there exists a constant c [resp.
c and 0<%<1] such that for all E9 , F9 # OS1 and all T # cb(E9 , F9 ),
&T : F(E9 )  F(F9 )&cbc &T&
[resp. &T : F(E9 )  F(F9 )&cbc &T : E0  F0&1&%cb &T : E1  F1&
%
cb],
F is said to be a bounded (an exact if c=1) operator space interpolation
functor [resp. an (exact if c=1) operator space interpolation functor of
exponent %].
Thus the complex method ( } , } )% and the real method ( } , } )%, p are
operator interpolation functors of exponent % (( } , } )% is exact). The follow-
ing result shows that the real methods ( } , } )%, 1 and ( } , } )%,  are extremal
among all operator space interpolation functors of exponent %.
Theorem 7.1. Let 0<%<1 and F be an operator space interpolation
functor of exponent %. Then for any E9 # OS1
(E0 , E1)%, 1/F(E9 )/(E0 , E1)%, 
and these inclusions are c.b..
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Proof. Let E9 # OS1 . Then the inclusion
E0 & E1/F(E9 )
is c.b.. First observe that the c.b. norm of this inclusion is majorized by a
constant independent of E9 . Indeed, since the inclusions E0 & E1/E0
and E0 & E1/E1 are complete contractions, by interpolation by F,
F(E0 & E1 , E0 & E1)  F(E9 ) is c.b. and of c.b. norm c for some constant
c. On the other hand, it is clear that
F(E0 & E1 , E0 & E1)=E0 & E1
with completely equivalent norms uniformly in E9 # OS1 . Then our observa-
tion follows.
Now let t>0. The above observation shows that the inclusion
E0 & tE1/F(E0 , tE1)
is c.b. uniformly in t>0. However, since F is of exponent %,
F(E0 , tE1)=t%F(E9 )
with completely equivalent norms uniformly in t. Therefore,
t&% (E0 & tE1)/F(E9 )
is c.b. uniformly in t>0. This implies (in fact, is equivalent to) the first
complete inclusion of Theorem 7.1 (cf. the proof of Prop. 5.2).
The second complete inclusion is obtained similarly. K
We will construct two special operator space interpolation functors,
corresponding to the so-called orbit and coorbit in the usual interpolation
theory for Banach spaces.
The Orbit Functor. To construct this orbit interpolation functor we will
need the operator space projective tensor product introduced indepen-
dently by Blecher and Paulsen in [2], Effros and Ruan in [5]. Let E, F
and G be operator spaces. Let jcb(E_F ; G) denote the operator space of
all jointly completely bounded bilinear maps from E_F to G. A bilinear
map  belongs to jcb(E_F ; G) iff
&&=sup[&[(xij , ykl)]&:
x=(xij) # Mn(E), y=( ykl) # Mm(F ), &x&, &y&1]<.
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The above matrix [(xij , ykl)] in Mnm(G) will be simply denoted by
(x, y). The norm in Mn( jcb(E_F ; G)) is obtained by identifying
Mn( jcb(E_F ; G)) with jcb(E_F ; Mn(G)).
Let  # jcb(E_F ; G). Then  induces a linear map  from EF to G:
 (u)= (xk , yk), \u= xk yk # EF.
We will make no difference between  and ; so  will be directly regarded
as a linear map on EF.
The operator space projective tensor product E7 F is defined as the
predual of jcb(E_F ; C). Precisely, if u=(uij) # Mn(EF ), then
&u&7n=sup[&(u)&Mnm :  # Mm( jcb(E_F ; C)), &&1, m1],
where as usual, we have denoted IMn(u)=[(uij)] simply by (u). It
is easy to check that these norms give to EF a matricial norm structure.
Then the operator space projective tensor product E7F is the comple-
tion of EF under the norm & }&7=& }&71 . Of course, its very definition
shows that the (operator space) dual of E7F is just jcb(E_F ; C).
Now we are ready to construct the operator space version of the usual
orbit functor for Banach spaces. In the following we fix a couple E9 # OS1
and an interpolation operator space E of E9 . We will construct an exact
operator space interpolation functor F, namely, the orbit relative to E
and E9 .
Let F9 # OS1 . Put X=cb(E9 , F9 ). We will use the projective tensor product
X7E. Let us first define a map _ from X7E to F0+F1 . For
u= Tk ak # XE let _(u)= Tk(ak). Then _(u) # F0+F1 . In order to
estimate the norm of _(u) in F0+F1 take . : F0+F1  C a linear func-
tional of norm 1. Then define a bilinear form  : X_E  C by
(T, a)=.(T(a)). We claim that  is jointly completely bounded. Indeed,
let T=(Tij) # Mn(X) and a=(akl) # Mm(E). Then
(T, a)=[(Tij , akl)](i, k), ( j, l )=[.(Tij (akl))](i, k), ( j, l ) .
By our identification that Mn(X)=cb(E0 , Mn(F0)) & cb(E1 , Mn(F1)), we
see that
[Tij (akl)](i, k), ( j, l )=(TIMm)(a).
Therefore,
(T, a)=(.IMnm)(TIMm)(a).
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Since bounded functionals are c.b., we have
&(T, a)&Mnm&.& &(TIMm)(a)&Mnm(F0+F1)
&T&Mn(X) &a&Mm(E0+E1)
c &T&Mn(X)&a&Mm(E) ,
where in the last inequality we have used the complete inclusion
E/E0+E1 . Hence  is jointly completely bounded and of norm c.
Now let u=Tk ak # XE. Choose a linear functional . of norm 1
on F0+F1 such that .(_(u))=&_(u)&F0+F1 . Let  be the above bilinear
form associated to .. Since &&jcbc, |(u)|c &u&7 . However,
.(_(u))= .(Tk(ak))=(u).
Therefore,
&_(u)&F0+F1=.(_(u))c &u&7 .
This shows that _ extends to a bounded map from X7E to F0+F1 and
is of norm bounded by c; the extended map is still denoted by _.
Let
W=
X7 E
ker(_)
and F=_(X7 E).
Then W is an operator space and _ induces an injective map, still denoted
by _, from W onto F ; thus we can define on F an operator space structure
by identifying F with W. Put F(F9 )=F. We are going to show the so
defined F is an exact operator space interpolation functor.
Let us first check that F is an intermediate operator space between F0
and F1 . We have already seen that F/F0+F1 . To show this inclusion is
c.b., take x # Mn(F ) and u # Mn(X7 E) with x=_(u). By the operator
space HahnBanach theorem (cf. [6]), there exists a c.b. map
. : F0+F1  Mn of c.b. norm 1 such that
&x&Mn(F0+F1)=&.(x)&Mn2 .
As before, we define an associated bilinear map  : X_E  Mn by
(T, a)=.(T(a)). Then the same argument as the previous one proves
that  # jcb(X_E; Mn) and its norm in this space is bounded by c. Thus
&x&Mn(F0+F1)c &u&7n ;
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taking the infimun over all u # Mn(X7E) such that _(u)=x, we get
&x&Mn(F0+F1)c &x&Mn(F ) ;
whence the complete inclusion F/F0+F1 .
For the complete inclusion F0 & F1/F, we let x # Mn(F0 & F1). Fix
b # E0 & E1 , and choose a bounded functional . : E0+E1  C such that
.(b)=1. Then we define T : E0+E1  Mn(F0+F1) by T(a)=.(a) x.
Clearly, T # cb(E0 , Mn(F0)) & cb(E1 , Mn(F1)), that is, T # Mn(X), and
&T&Mn(X)&.& &x&Mn(F0 & F1) .
Since _(Tb)=T(b)=.(b) x=x, x # Mn(E) and
&x&Mn(F )&Tb&Mn(X7 E)=&T&Mn(X)&b&E
&.& c$ &x&Mn(F0 & F1)=c" &x&Mn(F0 & F1) ;
thus F0 & F1/F and this inclusion is c.b..
Now we turn to show that F is an exact operator space interpolation
functor. Let G9 # OS1 be another couple and S : F9  G9 . Let Y=cb(E9 , G9 ).
Then S induces a c.b. map S : X  Y by S (T )=ST, and we have
&S &cb max
j=0, 1
&S : Fj  Gj &cb=&S&.
Thus S IE : X7E  Y7E is c.b. and of c.b. norm bounded by &S&.
Let & : Y7E  G0+G1 be the map yielding G=F(G9 ), as _ giving F
previously. Then G is identified with Y7Eker(&). It is clear that
S b _=& b (S IE). Then we deduce that S : F  G is c.b. and
&S : F  G&cb max
j=0, 1
&S : Fj  Gj &cb .
Therefore, F is an exact operator space interpolation functor.
Like in the case of Banach spaces, the functor F constructed above will
be denoted by OrbE ; this is the orbit functor relative to the interpolation
operator space E of E9 .
Let us pass onto the construction of the coorbit functor. This time the
matter is much easier.
The Coorbit Functor. Again fix E9 and E as in the previous construction:
E is an interpolation operator space of E9 . Let F9 # OS1 . Define F(F9 )=F to
be the space of all elements x in F0+F1 such that
&x&F=sup[&Tx&Mm(E) : T # Mm(cb(F9 , E9 )), &T&1, m1]<.
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Equipped with the above norm, F is a Banach space. It is easy to define an
operator space structure on F: if x # Mn(F ), then we set
&x&Mn(F )=sup[&x&Mnm(E) : T # Mm(cb(F9 , E9 )), &T&1, m1].
In this way, F becomes an operator space. Let us show F is an intermediate
operator space between F0 and F1 . Let x # Mn(F ). By the operator space
HahnBanach theorem, we may choose a c.b. map . : F0+F1  Mn such
that
&.&cb=1 and &x&Mn(F0+F1)=&.(x)&Mn2 .
Fix a # E0 & E1 such that &a&E=1. Define T : F0+F1  Mn(E0+E1) by
T( y)=.( y) a. Clearly, T # Mn(cb(F9 , E9 )) and &T&max(&a0&, &a1&)=c.
Therefore,
&.(x)&Mn2=&Tx&Mn2(E)c &x&Mn(F ) ,
which yields the complete inclusion F/F0+F1 . The complete inclusion
F0 & F1/F is almost evident since for any x # Mn(F0 & F1) and
T # Mm((F9 , E9 )) we have
&Tx&Mnm(E)c$ &Tx&Mnm(E0 & E1)c$ &T& &x&Mn(F0 & F1) ,
where c$ is the c.b. norm of the inclusion E0 & E1/E.
To prove that F is an exact operator space interpolation functor let G9 be
another couple in OS1 and S # cb(F9 , G9 ). Then for any T # Mm(cb(G9 , E9 )), TS
belongs to Mm(cb(F, E9 )) and is of norm &T& &S&. Thus it follows that
S(x) # Mn(G) and &S(x)&&S& &x& for any x # Mn(F ) (here G=F(G9 )).
Therefore, S : F  G is c.b. and of c.b. norm &S&; so F is an exact
operator space interpolation functor.
The operator space interpolation functor F constructed above will be
denoted by CorbE , i.e., the coorbit functor relative to the interpolation
operator space E of E9 .
We end this section by extending to the operator spaces the classical
AronszajnGagliardo theorem. Compared to the case of Banach spaces,
our theorem below requires an additional condition on the interpolation
operator space under consideration. Let E9 # OS1 and E be an interpolation
operator space of E9 . The condition required on E is the following:
(V) There exists a constant c such that if n1 and T # Mn(cb(E9 , E9 )),
then T : E  Mn(E) is c.b. and
&T : E  Mn(E)&cbc &T&Mn(cb(E9 , E9 )) .
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Accordingly we introduce the following condition on an operator space
interpolation functor F.
(-) There exists a constant c such that for all E9 , F9 # OS1 and all
T # Mn(cb(E9 , F9 ))(n1) we have that T : F(E9 )  Mn(F(F9 )) is c.b. and
&T : F(E9 )  Mn(F(F9 ))&cbc &T&Mn(cb(E9 , F9 )) .
Remark. It is easy to check that all the functors we have already seen
such as the complex method, real method, orbit and coorbit satisfy this
property (-). In fact, all these functors possess a slightly stronger property:
for all E9 # OS1 and all n1, F(Mn(E0), Mn(E1))/Mn(F(E0 , E1)) is a
complete inclusion of c.b. norm c(c=1 for the complex method, orbit
and coorbit). Note that we do not know any functor which does not
have (-).
Now we are ready to state our extension of the AronszajnGagliardo
theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Let E9 # OS1 and E be an interpolation operator space of
E9 . Suppose that E satisfies the condition (V). Then the associated orbit OrbE
and the coorbit CorbE have the following properties:
(i) OrbE (E9 )=CorbE (E9 )=E with completely equivalent norms;
(ii) OrbE and CorbE are extremal in the sense that if F is an operator
space interpolation functor having (-) and such that F(E9 )=E with com-
pletely equivalent norms, then for all F9 # OS1
OrbE (F9 )/F(F9 )/CorbE (F9 )
are complete inclusions.
Proof. (i) Let x # Mn(E). Then x=IE0+E1(x). By the definition of
OrbE , x # Mn(OrbE (E9 )) and
&x&Mn(OrbE (E9 ))&IE0+E1 x&7n=&x&Mn(E) ;
whence the inclusion E/OrbE (E9 ) is completely contractive.
For the converse inclusion let x # Mn(OrbE (E9 )) and u # Mn(cb(E9 , E9 )7E)
be such that _(u)=x (recalling _ is the map in the construction of OrbE).
By the operator space HahnBanach theorem, choose . # cb(E, Mn) of
norm 1 such that
&.(x)&Mn2=&x&Mn(E) .
As in the construction of OrbE , define a bilinear map  : cb(E9 , E9 )_E  Mn
by (T, a)=.(T(a)). Note that  is well defined. Indeed, if T # cb(E9 , E9 ),
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then T is c.b. on E. Thus T(a) # E for all a # E. Then using the condition
(V) and an argument already appearing in the construction of OrbE , we see
that  # Mn( jcb(cb(E9 , E9 )_E; C)) and its norm in this space is controlled
by some constant c. Therefore,
&.(x)&Mn2=&.(_(u))&Mn2=&(u)&Mn2&&jcb&u&7nc &u&7n ;
so we get the complete inclusion OrbE (E9 )/E.
Thus OrbE (E9 )=E with completely equivalent norms. The equality
CorbE(E9 )=E may be proved similarly.
(ii) This time we choose to show the maximality of CorbE and leave
the minimality of OrbE to the reader. Let F be an interpolation functor
as in Theorem 7.2. Let F9 # OS1 . Take T # Mm(cb(F9 , E9 )). Then by (-),
T : F(F9 )  Mm(F(E9 )) is c.b. and of c.b. norm bounded by some constant.
However, F(E9 )=E with completely equivalent norms. Thus it follows that
for every x # Mn(F(F9 ))
&Tx&Mnm(E)c$&T&Mm(cb(F9 , E9 )) &x&Mn(F(F9 )) .
Taking the supremun over all T, we get
&x&Mn(CorbE (F9 ))c$&x&Mn(F(F9 )) ,
and so the complete inclusion CorbE (F9 )/F(F9 ). K
Remarks. (i) In the category of Banach spaces the previous condition
(V) should be interpreted as: There is a constant c such that if n1 and
T : Ej  ln (Ej) is bounded for j=0 and 1, then T : E  l
n
 (E) is bounded
and
&T : E  ln (E)&c max
j=0, 1
&T : Ej  ln (Ej)&.
It is easy to see that this condition is automatically satisfied for all inter-
polation spaces in the category of Banach spaces. This might explain why
the condition (V) is supposed in Theorem 7.2. Let us emphasize that we do
not know interpolation operator spaces which do not verify (V).
(ii) In view of this difference, one might change the definition of
interpolation operator spaces given at the beginning of this section by
requiring the condition (V) be satisfied, that is, E is an interpolation
operator space of E9 (in the new sense) if for any n1, T # Mn(cb(E9 , E9 ))
implies T # Mn(cb(E, E)). Of course, the definition of operator space inter-
polation functors should be changed accordingly. Then in this new situa-
tion we could have the operator space version of the AronszajnGagliardo
theorem exactly as in the Banach space case.
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